
Position Description - Mobile Developer (iOS)

Who we are

GetBusy http://www.getbusy.com

What we are looking for

A strong and experienced iOS developer with excellent front end skills who can help us take over the world

Where we are

HQ - Sawston, Cambridge, UK

The opportunity

We are building something very exciting, and we need help from a kick-ass iOS developer! You'll need to be smart, experienced and highly
motivated to make the grade.

The team

The GetBusy development team is fun, dynamic and stacked full of talent.  We're using agile principles to deliver the highest quality products to
hundreds of thousands of users based on the latest technologies.  And that's only just the start!

It's a great team, producing great products in a great way.  We offer you the opportunity to:

be part of a highly specialised, collaborative and motivated team
learn from and be inspired by skilled colleagues
teach and inspire others
work across the entire product life cycle
develop your skill set - research and adopt the latest design patterns, methodologies, principles and technologies
make your mark and, in doing so, make us better

The role

We are looking for a motivated iOS mobile developer that's got a track record of building great mobile apps for iOS.

You'll be joining our mobile team as an iOS developer, where you will be able to make a big difference in creating an amazing native experience
for our much loved users. You'll be working closely with the lead mobile developer and supported every step of the way by a close-knit team of
full-stack developers, product folks, QA and a design lead that's the equivalent of a team of 11 (or so he says).

Above all, you will demonstrate real passion for technology, delivery and best practice.

Essential skills & experience

http://www.getbusy.com


Commercial iOS development using XCode with Swift (we expect a portfolio of apps you have worked on that we can download and use)
Experience creating beautiful iOS UIs, strong front-end skills (we expect to see evidence of this in your portfolio)
iOS screen transitions, animations and user interactions with a keen focus on motion
iOS SDKs and frameworks
Solid understanding of app architecture and programming fundamentals (OOP / SOLID)
Working with REST APIs
Unit & automated UI testing, keen to automate tasks whenever possible
Excellent communication and collaboration skills
Picking up new skills quickly and eager to learn new things
Desire to make things better and will foster good development practices within the team
Working with designers
Working to coding guidelines
Working in an agile team

Helpful skills & experience

Setting up and maintaining iOS continuous integration and build pipelines
Localisation
Security
Real-time messaging
Performing code reviews
Experience of mentoring other developers
Exposure to Android development using Java or Kotlin

What you need to be

We're looking for a certain type of person.  Rockstars!  We want people:

that care
that take ownership of and pride in their work
with a hands-on approach 
with a flexible and positive attitude
with excellent communication and inter-personal skills with the ability to fully participate in a team environment 
with the desire and ability to learn quickly on the job
with a proven ability and love for problem solving, lateral thinking and presenting solutions to project stakeholders

Benefits

As well as getting to be part of an awesome team doing amazing things you'll get to be part of the family and enjoy all the benefits that brings (see
our culture and benefits statement)

How we roll

Step #1 - We'll give you a buzz (video call) and chat for 15-30 minutes to check you out
Step #2 - If we like what we hear, we'll ask you to come for a interview in Sawston, Cambridge where some of us will put you through
your paces, including giving you written and practical tests
Step #3 - We'll ask to speak to people you have worked with before so have  reference contact details ready your
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